
Which existing Australia Post products and services do you think  
we need to promote more in the community? And how? 

What did you tell us?

Who participated? What’s next?

There are a number of new conversations 
on the website which are currently open 
for contributions. 

December 2014

Questions around pricing and 
packaging 

  This conversation also generated some 
questions around the pricing of some of 
Australia Post’s products and services – 
more so than which of these to promote 
more in the community.

  There was some criticism of the fees 
charged to send small parcels through 
Australia Post.  Separately, one contributor 
asked why it was more expensive to send 
an item across the country than it was to 
send something from China to Australia. 

  This conversation also generated a 
recommendation around packaging options 
for customers.

“The shape of the package is also 

to orient the package so as to read the 
address horizontally. Parcels and boxes 
should be rectangular and not square…”   
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Conversation Summary
Topic 16  

Look to new products  
and services 
 
  Rather than suggestions  around 
promotion of existing products there were 
suggestions about new  Australia 
Post should provide.

particularly useful with Roadside Mail 
Boxes which can be a long way from the 
homestead. The basic service ought to be 
very cheap to organise. Enhancements 
would invoke fees.”

  There was a recommendation for retail 
shops selling greeting cards to also sell 
stamps, with the contributor highlighting 
that retail shops often have longer opening 
hours than Australia Post.

  There was also a request for a  
service, similar to our ‘Mail2Day’ alerting 
service for PO Box holders, to be available 
for people in rural areas. 

Discussion re delivery 
schedule  

 In line with some of our other conversations, 
the topic of Australia Post’s future delivery 
schedule was raised by contributors to this 
discussion. 

 “Mail delivery should still be at least two 
or three times a week, I rely on mail to my 
address.”

 One contributor stated that mail delivery 
2-3 times a week would be 

 Another contributor however questioned 
how reducing the number of delivery days 
would actually work in practice. 
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